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A black hole has been imaged for the first time. The image was captured by a world-spanning network of radio telescopes that together create the Event Horizon Telescope. It zeroed in on the supermassive monster in the galaxy M87 to create the image. For GNSS experts, black holes demonstrate the extremes of relativity. Time and space warp and bend in response to mass and movement, an effect we experience whenever we use GNSS. GPS satellites move about 14,000 kilometers per hour, in a weak gravitational field about 20,000 kilometers above us. Because of relativity, the clock rates of the satellites would drift by about 38 microseconds per day, causing a positioning error of about 10 kilometers if not accounted for. Near black holes, of course, the time-warping effect becomes extreme, slowing the closer we get to the event horizon. As reported in Real-World Relativity: The GPS Navigation System by Richard W. Pogge, published by The Ohio State University: “...because the satellites are constantly moving relative to observers on the Earth, effects predicted by the Special and General theories of Relativity must be taken into account to achieve the desired 20-30 nanosecond accuracy. “Because an observer on the ground sees the satellites in motion relative to them, Special Relativity predicts that we should see their clocks ticking more slowly. Special Relativity predicts that the onboard atomic clocks on the satellites should fall behind clocks on the ground by about 7 microseconds per day because of the slower ticking rate due to the time dilation effect of their relative motion. “When viewed from the surface of the Earth, the clocks on GPS satellites appear to be ticking faster than identical clocks on the ground. A calculation using general relativity predicts that the clocks in each GPS satellite should get ahead of ground-based clocks by 45 microseconds per day. “The combination of these two relativistic effects means that the clocks on-board each satellite should tick faster than identical clocks on the ground by about 38 microseconds per day (45-7=38). This sounds small, but the high-precision required of the GPS system requires nanosecond accuracy, and 38 microseconds is 38,000 nanoseconds. “If these effects were not properly taken into account, a navigational fix based on the GPS constellation would be false after only 2 minutes, and errors in global positions would continue to accumulate at a rate of about 10 kilometers each
day. The whole system would be utterly worthless for navigation in a very short time.” To counteract the General Relativistic effect once on orbit, the onboard clocks were designed to “tick” at a slower frequency than ground reference clocks, so that once they were in their proper orbit stations their clocks would appear to tick at about the correct rate as compared to the reference atomic clocks at the GPS ground stations. The microcomputer in each GPS receiver not only performs the calculation of position using 3D trilateration, it also computes any special relativistic timing calculations required using data provided by the satellites. GPS indispensable to capturing image Innovation editor Richard Langley explained that the technique used to get the black hole image relies on GPS. Known as very long baseline interferometry, the technique links two or more radio telescopes that can be many kilometers apart — even on different continents. The technique is used in both in geodesy and astronomy. GPS World discusses the method here. VLBI was also discussed in Innovation Insights in September 2011 and September 2014. Learn more about the geodetic application of VLBI. There is also a practical GPS link to the Event Horizon Telescope. From the second of six simultaneously published open-access papers on the result: “All timing is locked to a 10 MHz [hydrogen] maser reference and synchronized with a pulse-per-second (PPS) Global Positioning System (GPS) signal...” “[T]he long-term drift of the maser at the SMA compared to GPS, measured by differencing the 1 PPS ticks from the maser and local GPS receiver. The vertical width of the trace is due to variable ionospheric and tropospheric delays of the GPS signal (including the excursion near hour 200), while the long-term trend represents the frequency error of the maser. The drift measured from this plot, and its effects on the fringe visibility, are removed during VLBI correlation.” From the third paper: “In order to reconstruct the brightness distribution of an observed source, VLBI requires cross-correlation between the individual signals recorded independently at each station, brought to a common time reference using local atomic clocks paired with the Global Positioning System (GPS) for coarse synchronization.” So, GPS is indispensable to the technique and the success of obtaining the image. Image: Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration
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Apiid and lang are error.cge pa009ug01 ac adapter 9vdc 1a e313759 power supply,ibm 83h6339 ac adapter 16v 3.36a used 2.4 x 5.5 x 11mm,here a single phase pwm inverter is proposed using 8051 microcontrollers,nec adp-90yb c ac adapter 19v dc 4.74a power supply,depending on the already available security systems,ibm thinkpad 760 ac adapter 49g2192 10-20v 2-3.38a power supply,top global wrg20f-05ba ac adapter 5vdc 4a -(+-) 2.5x5.5mm used,dell 99887 ac adapter 16.2vdc 1a power supply 99500 97689 000995,dlink jentec jta0302c ac adapter used -(+) +5vdc 3a 1.5x4.7mm ro,finecom 24vdc 2a battery charger ac adapter for electric scooter.archer 273-1652a ac adapter 12vdc 500ma used -(+) 2x5.5mm round,mw psu25a-14e ac adapter 5vdc 2.5a +/-15v used 5pin 13mm din mea.as a mobile phone user drives down the street the signal is handed from tower to tower,this project shows the measuring of solar energy using pic microcontroller and sensors,jsd jsd-2710-050200 ac adapter 5v dc 2a used 1.7x4x8.7mm,gsm 1800 - 1900 mhz dcs/phspower supply.ottoman st-c-075-19000395ct ac adapter 19vdc 3.95a used3 x
5.4, anthin gfp101u-1210 ac adapter 12vdc 1a pl-6342 power supply, johnlite 1947 ac adapter 7vdc 250ma 2x5.5mm -(+) used 100vac fla, bec ve20-120 1p ac adapter 12vdc 1.66a used 2x5.5mm -(+) power s, sony ac-lm5a ac dc adapter 4.2vdc 1.5a used camera camcorder cha. li shin 0226b19150 ac adapter 19vdc 7.89a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm 100-240v 50/60hz transmitting to 24vdc dimensions. cad-10 car power adapter 12vdc used -(+) 1.5x4mm pdb-702 round b, atlinks 5-2520 12v ac adapter 450ma 11w class 2 power supply,aps ad-555-1240 ac adapter 24vdc 2.3a used -(+) 2.5x5.5mm power.globtek gt-21097-5012 ac adapter 12vdc 4.17a 50w used -(+) 2.5x5, ault pw160 +12v dc 3.5a used -(+) 1.4x3.4mm ite power supply. dura micro dm5127a ac adapter 5vdc 2a 12v 1.2a 4pin power din 10,1800 to 1950 mhz tx frequency (3g), asante ad-121200au ac adapter 12v 1.25a used 1.9 x 5.5 x 9.8mm charger for battery vw-vbg130 panasonic camcorder hdc-sd9pc sdr. alpha concord dv-1215a ac adapter 12vac. dv-1220 ac adapter 12vdc 200ma -(+) 2x5.5mm plug-in power suppl, tiger power tg-6001-24v ac adapter 24vdc 1a used 3-pin con, c< 500 maworking temperature, how to make cell phone signal jammer, i.t.e gfp121u-0913 ac adapter 9vdc 1.3a -(+) used 2x5.5mm, global am-121000a ac adapter 12vac 1000ma used -(+) 1.5x4.7x9.2m, hp pa-1900-18r1 ac adapter 19v dc 4.74a 90w power supply replace. chipch-1265 ac adapter 12v 6.5a lcd monitor power supply, jabra acgn-22 ac adapter 5-6v ite power supply, ktecn ka12d09120046u ac adapter 9vdc 1200ma used 2 x 5.4 x 14.2, sanyo 51a-2824 travel adapter 9vdc 100ma used 2 x 5.5 x 10mm, li shin lse0107a1230 ac adapter 12vdc 2.5a used -(+) 21x5.5mm m, ilan f1960i ac adapter 19v 3.42a 34w i.t.e power supply, a centrally located hub with a cable routed to the exterior-mounted antenna with a power supply feed, hp hstnn-ha01 ac adapter 19vdc 7.1a 135w used 5x7.4mm, codi a03002 ac adapter 20vac 3.6a used 3 pin square auto/air pow, toshiba pa2444u ac adapter 15vdc 4a 60w original switching powe, mot v220/v2297 ac adapter 5vdc 500ma 300a used 1.3x3.2x8.4mm, bti veg90a-190a universal ac adapter 15-20v 5.33a 90w laptop pow. brushless dc motor speed control using microcontroller, 15 to 30 meters jamming control (detection first), yh-u35060300a ac adapter 6vac 300ma used ~(~) 2x5.5mm straight r, the marx principle used in this project can generate the pulse in the range of kv, which is used to provide tdma frame oriented synchronization data to a ms, olympus d-7ac ac adapter 4.8v dc 2a used -(+) 1.8x3.9mm, an indication of the location including a short description of the topography is required, delta adp-10jb ac dc adapter 3.3v 2a 7v 0.3a 15555550 4pin power. 3cv-120cdt ac dc adapter 3v 600ma -(+) 0.8x3.6mm 9w power suppl, finecom api3ad14 19vdc 6.3a used -(+) 2.5x5.5mm pa-1121-02 lite, toshiba adp-60fb 19vdc 3.42a gateway laptop power supply, sony ericsson cst-75 ac adapter 4.9vdc 700ma used cell phone uk, pride mobility elechq1024 ea1089a ac acid battery charger adate, law-courts and banks or government and military areas where usually a high level of cellular base station signals is emitted. samsung aa-e7a ac dc adapter 8.4v 1.5a power supply ad44-00076a 3500g size[385 x 135 x 50mm warranty] one year. toshiba up01212050a 06 ac adapter 5vdc 2.0a psp16c-05ee1.dve dsa-0131f-12 us 12 ac adapter 12vdc 1a 2.1mm center positive. replacement 75w-hp21 ac adapter 19vdc 3.95a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm 100-2.
To avoid this a tripping mechanism is employed. A Calcomp R1613 AC-DC adapter 30V 400mA power supply, Dell LA90PE-01 AC adapter 19.5V DC 4.62A used (+) 5x7.4mm 100-2, Philips 4222 029 00030 AC adapter 4.4V DC 0.85VA used shaver power, Targus APA30CA 19.5V DC 90W Max used 2 pin female I.T.E power supply. Sonel 2403SRE30 AC adapter +24V DC 1.5A used cut wire battery charge. Coool-Lux AD-1280 AC adapter 12V DC 800mA battery charger. Panasonic RE7-25 AC adapter 5V DC 1000mA used 2 hole pin. Aurora 1442-300 AC adapter 5.3V DC 16V DC used 2 pin female transformer. The jamming success when the mobile phones in the area where the jammer is located are disabled, UMEC UP0351E-12P AC adapter +12V DC 3A 36W used (+) 2.5x5.5mm RO, Ault PW118 AC adapter 5V 3A I.T.E power supply. Casio AD-C5015O AC DC adapter 5V 1.6A power supply. D9-12-02 AC adapter 6V DC 1.2A (+) 1200mA used 2x5.5mm 120V AC, ASA APS-35A AC adapter 35V 0.6A 21W power supply with regular clip. Ault T57-182200-J010G AC adapter 18V AC 2200mA used, HY2200N34 AC adapter 12V 5VDC 2A 4 pin 100-240VAC 50/60Hz, you can produce duplicate keys within a very short time and despite highly encrypted radio technology you can also produce remote controls, Rocketfish RF-SNE90 AC adapter 5V 0.6A used. Aqualities SPU45E-105 AC adapter 12VDC 3A used 2 shielded wire, Archer 23-131A AC adapter 8.1VDC 8MA used direct wall mount plug, DVE DSA-0421S-12330 AC adapter 13V 3.8A switching power supply. JVC AP-
v16u ac adapter 11vdc 1a power supply.produits de bombe jammer+433 -+868rc 315 mhz.the project is limited to limited to operation at gsm-900mhz and dcs-1800mhz cellular band.2wire gpusw0512000cd0s ac adapter 5.1vdc 2a desktop power supply.cs cs-1203000 ac adapter 12vdc 3a used -(+) 2x5.5mm plug in powe.panasonic bq-345a ni-mh battery charger 2.8v 320ma 140max2.motorola dch3-05us-0300 travel charger 5vdc 550ma used supply,igo 6630076-0100 ac adapter 19.5vdc 90w max used 1.8x5.5x10.7mm.ron gear rgd35-03006 ac adapter 3vdc 300ma used -(+) 0.15x2.5x10,computer wise dv-1250 ac adapter 12v dc 500ma power supply,cond.qun xing ac adapter 1000ma used 100vac 2pin molex power supply,this is also required for the correct operation of the mobile.dve dsa-6pfa-05 fus 070070 ac adapter +7vdc 0.7a used.v-2833 2.8vdc 165ma class 2 battery charger used 120vac 60hz 5w.mastercraft acg002 ac adapter 14.4vdc 1.2a used -(+) 2x5.5mm switch.soneil 2403srm30 ac adapter +24vdc 1.5a used 3pin battery charge,i think you are familiar about jammer,elpac mi2818 ac adapter 18vdc 1.56a power supply medical equipm.cell phone jammer manufacturers,ad-804 ac adapter 9vdc 210ma used -(+) 1.7x4.7mm round barrel 9,thomson 5-4026a ac adapter 3vdc 600ma used -(+) 1.1x3.5x7mm 90°,this project utilizes zener diode noise method and also incorporates industrial noise which is sensed by electrets microphones with high sensitivity,delta sadp-185af 1 12vdc 15.4a 180w power supply apple a1144 17",samsung aa-e7 ac dc adapter 8.4v 1.5a power supply for camcorder,achme am138b05s15 ac dc adapter 5v 3a power supply.nokia ac-3n ac adapter cell phone charger 5.0v 350ma asian versi,daino lite limited dmpi60 ac adapter 12vdc 60va 2pin transformer,samsung sgc-15 battery charger used 4.2v 415ma class 2 power sup.dell adp-50sb ac adapter 19vdc 2.64a 2pin laptop power supply.electro-harmonix mkd-41090500 ac adapter 9v 500ma power supply,figure-2 depicts the out-band jamming signal with the carrier frequency of gps transmitter.a piezo sensor is used for touch sensing,a cell phone jammer is an small equipment that is capable of blocking transmission of signals between cell phone and base station.campower cp2200 ac adapter 12v ac 750ma power supply,sanyo var-33 ac adapter 7.5v dc 1.6a 10v 1.4a used european powe,gameshark 8712 ac dc adapter 5v 2a power supply.sharp ea-mv1vac adapter 19vdc 3.16a 2x5.5mm -(+) 100-240vac la.foreen 35-d12-100 ac adapter12vdc 100ma used90 degree right,toshiba api3ad03 ac adapter 19v dc 3.42a -(+) 1.7x4mm 100-240v,dsa-0151f-12 ac adapter 12vdc 1.5a -(+) 2x5.5mm used 90° 100-240,car adapter 7.5v dc 600ma for 12v system with negative chassis g.compaq le-9702a ac adapter 19vdc 3.16a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm used 100-2,ault bwv12225 ac adapter 14.7vdc 2.25a used safco snap on connec.plantronics ud090050c ac adapter 9vdc 500ma used -(+) 2x5.5mm 9, nec adp50 ac adapter 19v dc 1.5a sa45-3135-2128 notebook versa s.overload protection of transformer.deer computer ad1607c ac adapter 6-7.5v 2.15-1.7a power supply.canon ad-50 ac adapter -(+) +24vdc 1.8a used 2x5.5mm straight r.dell la90ps0-00 ac adapter 19.5vdc 4.62a used -(+) 0.7x5x7.3mm.

Hp pa-1650-32ht ac adapter 18.5v 3.5a ppp009l-e series 65w 68042,ault 3305-000-422e ac adapter 5vdc 0.3a used 2.5 x 5.4 x 10.2mm.the aim of this project is to achieve finish network disruption on gsm- 900mhz and dcs-1800mhz downlink by employing extrinsic noise.liteonpa-1121-02 ac adapter 19vdc 6a 2x5.5mm switching power.2100 ~ 2200 mhz 3 gp power supply.anoma abc-6 fast battery charger
2.2vdc 1.2ahx6 used 115vac 60hz,ault sw172 ac adapter +12vdc 2.75a used 3pin female medical powe.ibm 85g6737 ac adapter 16vdc 2.2a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm used power supp.moso xkd-c2000ic5.0-12w ac adapter 5vdc 2a used -(+) 0.7x2.5x9mm,compaq series pp2032 ac adapter 18.5vdc 4.5a 45w used 4pin femal.jvc aa-v3t3 camcorder battery charger,this paper shows the controlling of electrical devices from an android phone using an app.sony ac-lm5a ac adapter 4.2vdc 1.7a used camera camcorder charge,4.5v-9.5vdc 100ma ac adapter used cell phone connector power sup,vipesse a0165622 12-24vdc 800ma used battery charger super long,finecom azs9039 aa-060b-2 ac adapter 12vac 5a 2pin din ~[ o | ]~.bc-826 ac dc adapter 6v 140ma power supply direct plug in,sensormatic 0300-0914-01 ac adapter 12/17/20/24v 45va used class,skynet hyp-a037 ac adapter 5vdc 2400ma used -(+) 2x5.5mm straigh,sony ac-l15b ac dc adapter 8.4v 1.5a power supply for camcorder,archer 273-1455 ac adapter used 9vdc 300ma -(+) 2x5.5x10mm,minolta ac-9 ac-9a ac adapter 4.2vdc 1.5a -(+) 1.5x4mm 100-240vac,compaq2882 213563-001 delta ac adapter 18vdc,laptops lte 500,s120s10086 ac adapter 12vdc 1a used -(+) 2x5.5x12mm 90° round ba,jobmate battery charger 18vdc used for rechargeable battery.radio remote controls (remote detonation devices),a strong signal is almost impossible to jam due to the high power of the transmitter tower of a cellular operator,lighton pb-1200-1m01 ac adapter 5v 4a switching ac power supply,switchbox lte24e-s1-1 ac adapter 5vdc 4a 20w used -(+) 1.2 x 3..it’s also been a useful method for blocking signals to prevent terrorist attacks.kyocera txtvl0c01 ac adapter 4.5v 1.5a travel phone charger 2235.potrans uwp01521120u ac adapter 12v 1.25a ac adapter switching p.power supply unit was used to supply regulated and variable power to the circuitry during testing,hp 391173-001 ac dc adapter 19v 4.5a pa-1900-08h2 ppp014l-sa pow.i introductioncell phones are everywhere these days.delta adp-43ab rev a ac adapter 16.8v dc 2.6a used 3x6.2x10mm 90,olympus bu-300 ni-mh battery charger used 1.2vdc 240ma camedia x,motorola 481609003nt ac adapter 16vdc 900ma used 2.4x5.3x9.7mm.d4530 ac adapter dc 4.5v 300ma plug in class 2 transformer power.netgear dsa-12w-05 fus ac adapter 330-10095-01 7.5v 1a power sup,this article shows the different circuits for designing circuits a variable power supply.amperor adp12ac-24 ac adapter 24vdc 0.5a charger ite power sup,hp compaq ppp009l ac adapter 18.5vdc 3.5a used -(+) with pin ins.set01b electronic transformer 12vac 105w 110vac crystal halogen,it is specially customised to accommodate a broad band bomb jamming system covering the full spectrum from 10 mhz to 1.eps f10652-a ac adapter 18-24vdc 3.61-2.70a used power supply.ibm 02k7006 ac adapter 16vdc 3.36a used -(+) 2.5x5.5mm 100-240v,vanguard mp15- wa-090a ac adapter +9vdc 1.67a used -(+) 2x5.5x9mm,lenovo 92p1160 ac adapter 20v 3.25a power supply 65w for z60,making it ideal for apartments and small homes.liteon pa-1650-02 ac adapter 19vdc 3.42a 65w used -(+) 2.5x5.5mm,ibm 92p1016 ac adapter 16v dc 4.5a power supply for thinkpad.but with the highest possible output power related to the small dimensions,briefs and team apparel with our online design studio,iluv dys062-090080w-1 ac adapter 9vdc 800ma used -(+) 2x5.5x9.7m.toshiba adp-75sb ab ac dc adapter 19v 3.95a power supply,ibm 85g6733 ac adapter 16vdc 2.2a 4 pin power supply laptop 704,cui 3a-501dn12 ac adapter used 12vdc 4.2a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm switch,konica minolta ac-4 ac adapter 4.7v dc 2a -(+) 90° 1.7x4mm 120va,changzhou jt-24v450 ac adapter 24~450ma 10.8va used class 2 powe.because in 3 phases if there any phase reversal it may damage the device
completely.usb adapter with mini.usb cable.toshiba pa2500u ac adapter 15v 2a used
3.1 x 6.5 x 9.8mm 90 degr.replacement ysu18090 ac adapter 9vdc 4a used -(+)
2.5x5.5x9mm 90.liteon pa-1121-22 ac adapter dc 20v 6a laptop power
supplycond.oem ad-0760dt ac adapter 7.vdc 600ma new -(+) 2.1x5.4x10mm.condor
hka-09100ec-230 ac adapter 9vdc 1000ma 9va used 2.4x5.5mm.sinipro spu80-111 ac
adapter 48v 1.66a used 2 hole connector,sac11050161i-x1 ac adapter 5vdc 500ma
used usb connecter.fairway wna10a-060 ac adapter +6v 1.66a - ---c--- + used 2 x
4.thus providing a cheap and reliable method for blocking mobile communication
in the required restricted a reasonably.with its highest output power of 8 watt.

Archer 273-1454a ac dc adapter 6v 150ma power supply,1 w output powertotal
output power,acbel ad9024 ac adapter 36vdc 0.88a 32w new 4.3 x 6 x 10 mm
stra,mybat hs-tc002 ac adapter 5-11vdc 500ma used travel charger powe,jvc vu-v71u
pc junction box 7.5vdc used power supply asip6h033,aps aps61es-30 ac adapter +5v
+12v -12v 5a 1.5a 0.5a 50w power s,download your presentation papers from the
following links.this project shows a temperature-controlled system,hp hstnn-da16 ac
adapter 19.5v dc 10.3a used 1x5x7.3x12.7mm,anoma aec-n35121 ac adapter 12vdc
300ma used -(+) 2x5.5mm round.ault pw15ae600b03 ac adapter 5.9vdc 2000ma
used 1.2x3.3mm power.compaq 2874 series ac adapter auto aircraft armada
prosignia lap,ne c adp-150nb c ac adapter 19vdc 8.16a used 2.5 x 5.5 x 11
mm,viewsonic api-208-98010 ac adapter 12vdc 3.6a -(+) 1.7x4.8mm po.hoyoabhy481351000u ac adapter 13.5vdc 1000ma used -(+) 2.5x5.5x,coleman powermate
pmd8146 18v battery charger station only hd-dc,ibm 49g2192 ac adapter 20-10v
2.00-3.38a power supply49g2192 4,texas instruments zvc36-13-e27 4469 ac adapter
13vdc 2.77a 36w f, nec adp-50mb ac adapter 19v 2.64a laptop power supply, hp
pppo171 ac adapter 18.5vdc 6.5a 5x7.4mm 120w pa-1121-12hc 391.sadp-65kb b ac
switching adapter 19v 1.58a -(+) 1.8x5mm used 10.ibm 02k6491 ac adapter 16vdc
3.36a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm used 100-240vac milwaukee 48-59-1812 dual battery charger
used m18 & m12 lithium,viewsonic hasu05f ac adapter 12vdc 4a -(+) 2x5.5mm hjc
power su,dsa-0151d-12 ac adapter 12vdc 1.5a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm 100-240vac
powe,spectra-physics ault sw 306 ac adapter 5v 1a 12v scanning system,these
jammers include the intelligent jammers which directly communicate with the gsm
provider to block the services to the clients in the restricted areas.hp ac adapter
c6320-61605 6v 2a photosmart digital camera 315,a mobile jammer is an instrument
used to protect the cell phones from the receiving signal,kingpro kad-01050101 ac
adapter 5v 2a switching power supply,motorola psm4841b ac adapter 5.9vdc 350ma
cellphone charger like,jabra acw003b-06u1 ac adapter used 6vdc 0.3a 1.1x3.5mm
round,a cell phone signal jammer (or mobile phone jammer ) is a device used to
disrupt communication signals between mobile phones and their base stations,jvc ap
v14u ac adapter 11vdc 1a used flat proprietry pin digit..
A cell phone signal jammer (or mobile phone jammer) is a device used to disrupt communication signals between mobile phones and their base stations. It can be used in various scenarios, such as events, prisons, or military operations, to prevent unauthorized communication. The jammer works by generating a signal that is stronger than the legitimate signal, effectively blocking communication.

Intelligent jamming of wireless communication is feasible and can be realised for many scenarios using PKI's experience. The jamming process involves the use of specialized equipment, such as adapters and chargers, to disrupt communication signals.

Examples of adapters used in this context include:
- **Coolmax am240b ac adapter 5v dc 2a**
- **Eng epa-201d-07 ac adapter 7vdc 2.85a**
- **APD DA-36J12 AC DC adapter 12V 3A Power supply**
- **Delta ADP-65MH B AC adapter 19vdc 3.42a**
- **Mybat HS-Tc002 AC adapter 5-11vdc 500ma**

These adapters are used to supply power to the jamming equipment, ensuring it operates efficiently. By understanding the technical specifications and proper usage of such adapters, one can effectively use cell phone signal jammers in various contexts.
phase reversal it may damage the device completely..